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• Changes in data technology create records 
management challenges

– We have to deal with records that are not eye-
readable, that cannot be touched, that rely on 
machines to be read

– Records Managers still have problems managing 
email, e-documents, spreadsheets, databases…

• Big Data increases these challenges
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Big Data in General



Federal Uses of Big Data

• HHS uses Big Data tools to comb community-
level health information to make better health 
choices

• SEC monitors financial transactions using Big 
Data tools to detect fraud

• NASA and US Forest Service is using pooled 
data to determine forest fire risks
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• Big Data is a relatively new 
concept and can mean 
many things to many 
people

• In general, it is the use of 
sophisticated algorithms 
that run through a 
collection of data to answer 
a question or set of 
questions
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Big Data Challenges



Big Data Challenges

Big Data is often 
defined with three 
“V”s

This talk includes 
another item: re-
use or re-purposing
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Volume

Velocity

Variety

Re-use/re-purposing



Challenges of Volume

• Big Data is BIG, or it can be 
small with the potential of 
growing

• The data is often not in one 
place
– It can span the contents of many 

servers
– It can be in the cloud
– It can be “siloed,” but one goal is 

to break silos and add more and 
more data
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Challenges of Volume

• Traditionally records managers dealt with a 
finite set of records
– We knew how many file drawers we have

– We knew how many emails were in a mailbox

– We knew how many tables were in a database

• Big Data can have no easily recognizable 
boundaries
– Hard to “manage” without recognizable 

boundaries
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Challenges with Velocity

• Big Data grows fast and people 
expect fast answers

– Big Data can add datasets, 
unstructured data as needed, 
making it hard for a records 
manager to keep up

– People expect answers quickly 
making it hard to check data for 
PII, classified information, etc.
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Challenges with Variety

• Big Data can collect information from 
structured data

– Structured data includes databases which holds 
data in purpose-driven fields (name, address, etc.)

– Can include links to documents, photos, etc.

– Structured data is easy to search and manipulate
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Challenges with Variety

• Big Data can use unstructured data
– Word-processing documents

– PDFs

– Webpages

– Email text (mailboxes are semi-structured)

– Photos

– Videos

– Social media

– Voice mail, etc.
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Challenges with Variety

• Traditionally archivists have controlled formats 
they would accept (ASCII, EBCIDIC, PDF/A, 
JPEG, etc.)

– Controlling formats allowed a good preservation 
strategy

– Knowing the formats in a transfer of materials 
helped records managers plan
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Challenges with Variety

• If archivists do not know the formats, they 
can’t tell if they are sustainable 

– Proprietary formats are a preservation challenge

• Unstructured data is hard to manage

• Reports that data analytics produce may be in 
proprietary formats

• Reports may not be separable from the data
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Challenges with Reuse/Repurposing

• Reuse/Repurposing refers to using data in 
ways never intended when it was created

• Big Data can reuse data easily depending on 
the algorithm

• Records that were considered temporary may 
have a secondary use far removed than the 
original use

• How do records managers schedule that?
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Challenges with Reuse/Repurposing

• If records are deleted in the 
normal course of business, will 
that affect the Big Data algorithm?

– How would you know?

• Can secondary uses add value to a 
set of records if a Big Data 
algorithm mines them?
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Other Challenges

• Internet of Things

– USAF is receiving real-time 
flight information on its planes

– Everyday consumer appliances 
like thermostats, refrigerators, 
microwave ovens, can send 
data to owner and maybe 
manufacturer
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Other Challenges

• Internet of Things

– Firefighting equipment, environmental monitors 
can send data

– Automobile sensors can send data

– What if an agency uses consumer appliance data 
to study public health or something else

• Is that data a Federal record?

• Who controls the use?

• What are the privacy issues?
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Other Challenges

• Large datasets
– Permanent email gathered under Capstone policy

• A large agency could produce a billion emails over time

• Collection would include chat, calendars, documents, 
photos, PII, personal messages, and more

– The email collection could be linked with other 
data and “mined”

• How do we handle the eventual public access 
to a large collection and follow law and 
accepted practices?
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Other Challenges

• Large datasets
– Earth Observing System, as of 2014, manages over 

9 petabytes of data (equivalent to 20 million four-
drawer filing cabinets of text)

– Adds 6.4 TB of data every day

– Users access 28 terabytes of data per day (10 TB 
equals the print collection of the Library of 
Congress)

– Big Data could mine this data and combine with 
other data
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Other Challenges

• Records Management challenges with large 
datasets

– They are LARGE

– They contain unique data that cannot be replicated 
(i.e., there is only one observation of the earth on this 
day)

– They are often scientific and require specific expertise

– It may be hard to identify secondary uses of the data

– What are the ramifications of combining datasets?
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Big Data and Records Management

• A continual theme in this talk is how do 
records managers cope with Big Data?

• Some hard questions:
– When does data become a Federal record as 

defined in 44 USC 3301?
• Is raw data a record?

– After all, it costs money to collect and store

• Is the use of data the record (reports from the data)?
– What if the report cannot be separated from the data or 

becomes part of the data?
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Big Data and Records Management

• How do records managers appraise the value 
of Big Data?

– Big Data can appear clearly temporary like feeds 
from a person’s refrigerator

• What if the “temporary” data can be combined to 
create a very significant set of data and results?

– How does a records manager know when a Big 
Data algorithm is using a set of text records?

• What is the result of deleting, well, anything?
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Big Data and Records Management

• Does Big Data break down records 
management concepts such as series, records 
groups, agency provenance?
– Breakdown of silos could mean agencies create or 

receive information from many sources including: 
• other agencies, 

• private companies, 

• universities, 

• consumer electronics, 

• social media platforms, etc.
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Big Data and Records Management

• What affect does public expectations play?

– Seems to be an expectation that everything is 
available instantly

• How do we provide that instant access while protecting 
privacy, etc?

– Can anything ever be called temporary anymore?

• Are we heading to a “keep everything” mentality?

• What happens if there is too much data?

• What about legal issues with over-retention?
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Your Chance

• Lots of food for thought, so:

What are your thoughts on Big Data

and the challenges to Federal records 
management?
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